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IndoNostalgia Run 50 – May 2016
Jointly with IWA Run 1, Bali
Well. What Could Possibly Go Wrong? - Read on
dear readers.
I had my suspicions when it was announced that
the beer truck was lost / late / disappeared / nonexistent (it never did materialise). A hash without
beer?? What Could Possibly Go Wrong?? Well,
the bus arrangements for one but we eventually
reached the run start.
Before the run we were entertained by some
delightful young Bali girls performing exquisite
dance work. Now they didn't appear to get
anything wrong! I think they had done it before,
though.

Balinese dancers, Spermwhale and Padre

I must have missed the announcement about the
long run, so didn't manage to get on it. Very
disappointing.

Someone looks out of place here!
Do they still have orang-utangs in Bali?

The medium run turned out to be a live hare,
being started while we all wandered down to a
waterfall to give the hare time to get his act
together and get a head start. When I say
"wander" it was down over a million steps. Very
worth the effort though but what goes down .......
So after a million selfies, it was back for the long
slog up the steps to the start of the medium run.
Some of the younger runners had difficulty,
stopping every few steps to recover. Fortunately,
there was room for us older athletes to run past.

I spotted the in-trail not a million miles to the side
of the out-trail. Therefore, making a quick swap
over (as you do), I wandered out the in-trail for a
little in the time honoured fashion of mingling with
the in-coming runners and thus looking like
having led the field all the way.

Who’s that leading Pubic Hare (Hair?) Dresser

I came across Dirty Dex taking photos with a big
thingy. "You do realise you are going out on the
in-trail?" Tuh, doesn't he know the first thing
about hashing?
Lofty leads Sadist into the Slough of Despond

At the top of the steps / start of the medium
run, some hashers had had enough and
immediately headed back to the car park,
although it must have been no more than 50
metres. Thus was created the short run.

More importantly, I came across T-Rex Cock, ex
Batavia hash, (much more of that later),
coming nicely in the correct direction on the intrail. Now, note that this was all within a half km
from the car park. What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?

It had been announced by the hare that the run
would be laid in flour (don't forget that).

Pink Bits and Wet N Ready
Another poser from Lagos

So, off on a pleasant meander of a medium run
across fairly level ground with lovely views across
padi fields and luxuriant green jungle. Pretty soon

After what I considered was an appropriate effort,
I turned and wandered back along the in-trail,
easily following flour and ended up back in the
car park in around 15 mins or so.

T-Rex Cock and a few hangers on, were also
announced to be missing - with possibly an injury
or two. Yes, the same T-Rex Cock that I had
encountered only a half km from the car park.

Mellow Foreskin Cheese, Spermwhale, Dirty Dex and
Tampon

Still no sign of the beer truck, so Tampon, the
hare, sent out some local motor cycle riders in
relays to get some bottles and ice. Thus we had
only to wait around 2 hours or so to get the
requisite COLD BEER.

Wet N Ready leads a Logos visitor astray

Klingon follows her brother-in-law

Eventually the "losts" were found - Leeky after a
detour of many, many miles on the back of a
motorcycle and T-Rex and Chesty after having
followed paper instead of flour and apparently
passing within two metres of the rear of the car
park on the way to wandering further and further
off from the On Inn

After a while, it appeared that some runners were
missing and a major "lost runners" incident was
duly bigged up. Diane (Wet and Ready from
Ottowa HHH) announced that she had lost Leeky
Willie from Aberdeen HHH (much more of that
later). Now I had already been impressed by this
charming and lovely lady but, boy, did she shoot
up in my estimation at this news?

Guests from Lagos

Poser from Lagos and Just Susan, also posing

Once all this excitement had died down and the
beer was getting reasonably cold, the circle was
called by The Penguin and it was on to the
formalities of down-downs awarded largely by
Tampon but also by Froggy and one or two
other guest RAs.

Numbskull appointed scribe by Froggy & The Penguin

- Dirty Dex and a couple of Germans, BMW &
Betty Boop ex Jakarta HHH for something to do
with mustard gas
- All who ran at Turkish Nash Hash

Pubic Hare Dresser, ELF and Tampon

At this point someone mentioned Aberdeen and
some tit from Aberdeen HHH (myself) rendered a
chorus of "Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Aberdeen......."
to the tune of "Here we go, here we go, here
we go...." to the annoyance of somebody who
complained about Aberdeen HHH thus prompting
another chorus, another complaint, another
chorus and so on and so on. Very tiresome.

Multiple Down-downs for attending Turkish Nash Hash
or perhaps something else!

- Frank Sumatra from Jakarta HHH and Mijas
HHH for marriages that lasted only a few days
- Spermaid from Jakarta Harriets and Mijas HHH
for being happy
- Lofty from Perth HHH and 5 Aussies required to
make a decent prick
- Tampon (our glorious Hare) for managing a
complete disaster with fingers everywhere? IWA
(Indonesia Wins Again)

Frank Sumatra, Hardcase, ELF, Auditurd and The
Penguin

- Padre from Riviera HHH for something to do (or
doing something?) with little boys
- Wet and Ready for having her tits out
- ELF from Hamersley HHH and ex Jakarta HHH
for being an Extremely Likeable Fellow
(Extremely Little Fucker?)
- Sperm Whale for being pregnant
- The "losts" : Leeky, T-Rex and Chesty for
getting lost

......and, what with the beer, the greasy fingers
from the roast sucking pig (Babi Guling) and a
pen that refused to write on the greasy chip
wrapper paper, your scribe's ramblings petered
out........
We all eventually scrambled back into the buses
to Ubud, Sanur and elsewhere for more cold
beer.
Thanks to the Hare, Tampon.
Dirty Dex receives instructions from Froggy on how to
use a walking pole, looks like he needs a zimmer!

The Penguin sang a song about Lagos to our
visitors from Lagos HHH who in return sang a
great and unusual song and there was a
rendering of "The Northern Lights of Old
Aberdeen" from none other than Lowestoft's Dirty
Dex.

Numbskull, as blurred as his run report

Numbskull
If this Newsletter ever reaches Lagos, please let
us know who you are!
Testicles (looks as if there are two of them), Sharnie,
Little Shit and Klinger’s younger(?) brother

A pig was introduced into the circle by Tampon
(yes a real one) for so called entertainment but
this was not viewed as in good taste by most
(especially The Penguin).
There was a song about Texas and Leeky tried a
game of some sorts and a joke with the punch
line "I only wanted to hear you talk dirty".
There was some discussion about whether or not
The Penguin had got lost in a tunnel....or had he
just gone for a piss?

Check the website www.inh3.co.uk for
details of the next IndoNostalgia runs and
www.iwa.club for Indonesia Wins Again
H3, although you may have to wait until
2106 for their first run!
Future dates for IndoNostalgia H3:
26th/27th August 2016 – Barley, Cambridge
24th/26th March 2017 – Crimdene,
Hartlepool

